
From the “Foxtrot” comic:

Fun fact: cartoonist Bill Amend took the unusual career path of 

turning a physics major into a cartooning career



Really subjectively, based just on this test:

• 70+: Doing fine!

• 60’s: doing ok, some things you need to figure out

• 50’s: meh

•Lower: time to worry

(the red line and fit parameters show a Gaussian fit failing miserably)

Best guess at a “curve” (ie, turning percents into letter grades) is online, and 

uses your total score (see next slide)  



eGradebook total calculation done with:

• Dropping lowest thing in each of: HW, In class thing, clicker, online HW, online RQ

Following the recipe on the “grades” link, a letter grade is posted.  

If the semester was done today, that’s what you’d get.

Someone will now ask: “Was this curved?”.  

Answer: the very act of turning some percent grade into some letter grade 

is exactly what “curving” does.   So, yes.
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So, what is this proportionality constant C for this set of parallel plates?
Let’s work it out using Gauss’ Law 





The plates of an isolated parallel plate capacitor with a 

capacitance C carry a charge Q.  What is the 

capacitance of the capacitor if the charge is increased 

to 4Q?
1. C/2

2. C/4

3. 4C

4. 2C

5. C



A parallel plate capacitor with plates of area A and plate 

separation d is charged so that the potential 

difference between its plates is V.  If the capacitor is 

then isolated and its plate separation is increased to 

2d, what is the potential difference between the 

plates?1. 4V

2. 2V

3. V

4. 0.5V

5. 0.25V





Fig. 27.6

Fig. 27.7
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The plates of parallel plate capacitor are separated by a 

distance d and carry a charge of q.  The distance 

between the plates is reduced to d/2.  How is the 

energy in the capacitor affected by this change?

1. Energy increases by twice

2. Energy increases by four times

3. The energy does not change

4. Energy decreases to a fourth

5. Energy decreases to a half

IF CONSTANT V



The plates of parallel plate capacitor are separated by a 

distance d and carry a charge of q.  The distance 

between the plates is reduced to d/2.  How is the 

energy in the capacitor affected by this change?
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2. Energy increases by four times
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IF CONSTANT Q



Fig. 27.14
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What’s the total C of this parallel set of caps?





Fig. 27.15



Fig. 27.17



Fig. 27.19



What’s the total C of this series set of caps?





What are charges and
voltages everywhere if
We hook this up to 
A 12.5V car battery?



















You work out this example:

A 2 µF and a 4 µF capacitor are connected in series 

with an 18V battery.

What are Q and V across each capacitor?





Now take those same capacitors, unplug them from 

the battery carefully so as not to lose their charge, 

and connect them together in parallel instead.

What are Q and V across each capacitor?





Do Equivalent Capacitance 

Handout


